TRANE® ENERGY A SSESSMENT WITH ENERGY OPTICS
Making the invisible visible in your building

An Energy Assessment with Trane using Energy Optics helps

T HE DETAI L S ARE I N YO UR DATA

you visualize how your building uses energy — an intangible

Trane building professionals utilize advanced tools to visualize and

concept that has a very tangible impact on your business.

measure your building’s energy profile in a way that transforms data into

With a clearer energy picture, you can see the potential

meaningful information, to help you identify and monetize impactful

for operational improvement and make better informed

energy projects for sustained results.

decisions that impact your bottom line. Energy Optics
provides a baseline of building performance, followed by

Get a snapshot of your building’s energy profile, to easily see the

ongoing assessment of your building’s energy profile and

potential and performance history of your building. That’s followed with

recommendations by Trane building professionals.

ongoing expertise and support from Trane building professionals who
analyze the building energy profile and diagnose the root causes of
excessive energy use in your building. You’ll receive a plan for achieving
your energy-related goals that follows your timeline and budget.

A ROAD M A P F O R E F FIC IENC Y
The Trane Energy Optics* tool transforms data generated by your building’s meters and submeters
into detailed, 3-D optical energy reports, so you can actually see — with clarity — how much
energy your building consumes.
•

Easily visualize ineffective use of energy to fix it quickly and maintain
building performance.

•

•

Identify cost savings by finding — and prioritizing — energy-saving opportunities

Load density: Analyze energy

to give you more bang for your buck.

consumption against weather

Get sustained results thanks to an ongoing view of your building’s energy data,

and time of use.

which can be used to better manage your facility.
•

See the impact of your energy conservation efforts, with follow-up assessments that
help you validate that changes are working to improve building performance.

M E A S U R E A N D M A N AG E
Chances are you already have meters in place providing the necessary data for an energy
assessment. Energy Optics lets you put that data to work. Using algorithms based on decades
of industry expertise, the assessment produces a variety of graphics that help you measure and

Energy use (kWh) on days with similar

manage energy use across your entire portfolio of buildings, down to a single submeter.

temperatures: A tight curve indicates a

•

Load density: Analyze energy consumption against weather and time of use.

•

3-D load density view: Improve scheduling by identifying excessive energy use during

well-controlled building utilizing energy
optimization. A scattered curve illustrates
a lack of consistency.

non-occupancy hours.
•

Energy use (kWh) on days with similar temperatures: A tight curve indicates a wellcontrolled building utilizing energy optimization. A scattered curve illustrates a lack of
consistency and no dependence on outside air.

With the right tools and technology — and the ongoing expertise and support of Trane building
professionals — you can understand how your building uses energy and turn that information
into action that impacts your bottom line.
Analyze and compare multiple meters
for additional insight at the submeter
Energy Assessment is part of the Trane Intelligent Services portfolio,

or system level, when available.

which helps you manage your facility for optimum energy efficiency,
reliability and occupant satisfaction. Energy management systems and
services help you assess and monitor building performance, with ongoing
Scan the code, visit
Trane.com/IntSvcExp
or contact your Trane
building professional.

support and consultation from experienced Trane building professionals.

*Trane Energy Optics is powered by Agilis Energy US Patent 8,583,531
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